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Time-resolved investigation of nanometer scale deformations induced by a high flux x-ray beam
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Abstract: We present results of a time-resolved pump-probe experiment where a Si sample was exposed to an intense 15 keV beam and its surface monitored by measuring the wavefront deformation of a reflected optical laser probe beam. By reconstructing and back propagating the wavefront, the deformed surface can be retrieved for each time step. The dynamics of the heat bump, build-up and relaxation, is followed with a spatial resolution in the nanometer range. The results are interpreted taking into account results of finite element simulations. Due to its robustness and simplicity this method should find further developments at new x-ray light sources (FEL) or be used to gain understanding on thermo-dynamical behavior of highly excited materials.
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1. Introduction

The dynamics of a surface submitted to high heat load or to high excitation is of great interest from both fundamental and application points of view. From the application point of view, it has been addressed in the case of synchrotron optics (mirrors as well as crystal monochromators) where measurements have been performed using different techniques like in situ long trace profilers [1], or different types of Hartmann-Shack sensors [2,3]. These measurements provided sub-micron resolution in terms of height deformation, but only under steady state load. In the case of 4th generation x-ray light sources linear accelerator based lasers, so called Free Electron Lasers (FELs) [4,5] which deliver ultra-short coherent light pulses, deformations of optics are even less tolerable. In fact the intrinsic properties of FEL beams put high constraints on the optics/beamline design. A key parameter is the wavefront, firstly since it determines the focusing properties of the beam [6], and secondly because a highly distorted wavefront leads to effects similar to coherence loss [7]. While the manufacturing related static surface figure can be controlled with extremely high precision using slope measuring deflectometry techniques [8], the in situ performance of FEL optics will also strongly depend on the performance under heat load. It has been shown that for 0.1 \text{nm} radiation the surface flatness should be better than 2 \text{nm} over a 800 \text{mm} long grazing incidence optics [7]. From a more fundamental point of view, models have been developed [9,10] to describe the specific case of a single FEL pulse, providing insight on the kinetics of the deformation. However, no results of time-resolved measurements were published so far. In this article, we report on such kind of time-resolved investigations in the case of a bunch train of x-ray pulses at MHz repetition rate.

The experiment was performed at the ID09 beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). This beamline accomplishes both high x-ray flux and a dedicated setup for time-resolved studies. The wavefront of a reflected femtosecond optical laser was measured at different time steps after having exposed the sample to a high flux x-ray pulse train. Specific wavefront retrieval and back propagation allowed reconstruction of the heat bump induced on the surface of an optical element. The measurement was performed using a highly sensitive Hartmann-Shack sensor, which had already been employed to monitor...
wavefront distortions due to thermal lensing in fused silica with sub-nm accuracy [11]. Due to their high relative sensitivity with respect to a known reference wavefront and robustness, Hartmann-type measurements are well suited for photothermal measurements. Actually, the measurement of thermal distortions in a collimating objective was one of the very first applications Hartmann presented in his landmark paper on the new wavefront sensing technique in 1900 [12]. Finally we used the Finite Element Method (FEM) to model the experiments. This method is routinely used to predict behavior of x-ray optics under static heat load [13]. In this specific experiment the dynamics behavior has also been modeled.

After a presentation of the experimental setup and the measurement method (sect. 2) the procedure to retrieve the bump height from the measured wavefront is described (sect. 3). Detailed FEM simulations are described (sect. 4) and results are compared and discussed in the last section (sect. 5).

2. Experimental setup and procedure

2.1 Description of the setup

The experiment was performed at the ID09B beamline at the ESRF. This beamline provides quasi-monochromatic (“pink beam”) intense x-ray pulses (pulse width 100 ps) synchronized with a near infra-red (NIR) femtosecond laser (λ = 780 nm), delivering 2 mJ / pulse within 100 fs. The setup allows performing pump-probe experiments where usually the optical laser represents the pump and x-ray pulses act as probe [14]. In our specific case a 82 µs long bunch train of 120 x-ray pulses selected by a high speed shutter was used as pump and a single NIR pulse as probe, both running at one kilohertz repetition rate. The experimental setup is displayed in Fig. 1.

The undulators were tuned to deliver the peak intensity at 15 keV in the 4 bunch mode, i.e. the mode providing the highest photon flux. The estimated energy per pulse from a calibrated photodiode was 2.7 µJ. The 82 µs bunch train was focused at normal incidence onto the target within a spot of 125 µm x 64 µm (full width half maximum, as measured by a knife-edge scan) in order to maximize the photon flux on the sample. In order to improve its wavefront, the NIR laser beam was spatially filtered using an in-vacuum pinhole and attenuated to 5 nJ/pulse before reaching the sample. A spherical lens (focal length f = 25 cm) focused the laser under an incidence angle of 41° onto the sample positioned in the divergent beam 4 cm behind the focal plane. The reflected NIR radiation was monitored by a Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor located at a distance of 41 cm from the sample. The Hartmann-Shack sensor
developed by Laser-Laboratorium Göttingen consists of a digital CCD camera (12 bit, 1280 x 1024 pixels, 6.45 μm pixel size) placed behind an array of plano-convex quartz micro-lenses (f = 40 mm, pitch 0.3 mm). The camera was synchronized with the NIR pulse. The overall setup was covered to avoid perturbations of the probe laser beam due to air flow. The experimental geometry introduced here, using a divergent test laser beam, enables the measurement of wavefront distortions which are laterally smaller than the microlens array pitch. The sample surface topology is computed using numerical Fresnel propagation methods.

We choose to study Si as it is commonly used as x-ray mirror substrate and x-ray crystal monochromator. The sample consists of a super smooth Si substrate (flatness 1/10 @ 633 nm, rms roughness 1 Å). Silicon was coated with a 100 nm thick layer of Platinum. At normal incidence the Platinum coating absorbs only 3% of the incoming radiation, hence being almost transparent for the x-rays. However, the metallic coating acts as a perfect mirror for the NIR laser, avoiding heating of the sample by the test laser beam.

2.2 Measurement procedure

Before performing the experiment, both spatial and temporal overlap of the pump and probe beams had to be accomplished. Spatial overlap was primarily checked by an optical microscope monitoring the sample surface, making use of the fact that the x-ray flux was high enough to excite luminescence from the platinum coating. The scattered light of the NIR laser, also visible on the microscope, was then simply directed to the position of this luminescence. Fine adjustment was achieved in an iterative way by monitoring the Hartmann-Shack sensor signal, centering precisely the laser spot on the heat bump. The time delay between x-ray and laser pulse was controlled electronically using a delay generator which shifted the phase of the laser oscillator feedback loop. Temporal overlap at the sample position was obtained monitoring the photodiode signals.

The wavefront distortion measurement was performed in two steps: first the test laser wavefront and intensity were measured at the sensor position without heat load on the sample (non-distorted test beam). Thereafter, a train of 120 x-ray pulses was directed onto the sample, and the delayed NIR pulse reflected from the heated zone of the surface was registered by the Hartmann-Shack sensor at one kilohertz repetition rate (distorted test beam). For each delay 64 camera frames of 25 ms each were recorded and averaged, optimized according to the wavefront stability of the fs laser system. Thus, each wavefront and beam profile reconstruction contains information from 1600 x-ray bursts. After this measurement of the distorted beam, another record of the non-distorted beam was taken to check the remaining wavefront, giving a measure for the confidence level. The procedure was repeated for each delay time.

3. Surface profile reconstruction from wavefront measurement

3.1 Reconstruction method

An absolute wavefront calibration is obtained from a plane wave reference, making use of a 50X expanded HeNe laser. The displacement of the foci produced by the microlens array (21 x19 spots) from their reference positions samples the wavefront gradient, from which the wavefront is computed by fitting a set of Zernike polynomials (up to 6th order in the radial coordinate) [15] in a least squares approach. The wavefront reconstruction is described in greater detail in [16] and the Hartmann-Shack sensor in [17].

The surface topology of the sample is computed from the measured wavefronts as follows. We define a mirror coordinate system Σ which is described by the coordinates (ξ,η,ζ), where ζ = 0 is the mirror surface. Let the plane of incidence be given by the ξ and η directions and let α be the angle of incidence of the test laser beam. The wavefront sensor-coordinate system S is described by the coordinates (x,y,z), where the z-axis is the optical axis of the test laser beam after reflection and z = 0 defines the detector plane. S follows from Σ by a rotation around the
\( \eta \)-axis by \( \alpha \) and a translation along \( \zeta \) by the distance \( L \). For the scalar complex amplitude of the laser beam after reflection from the sample surface, we assume

\[
U(\xi, \eta, 0) = U_i(\xi, \eta, 0)T(\xi, \eta),
\]

where \( U_i \) is the complex amplitude of the incident probe laser beam and \( T(\xi, \eta) \) the complex phase factor imposed by the sample surface. Since the surface height deviation is small compared to the wavelength and the divergence is too large, we assume that the local transfer function is given by

\[
T(\xi, \eta) = \exp\left( -2ik \cos(\alpha) \delta h(\xi, \eta) \right)
\]

with the wave vector \( k \) of the probe laser beam and the local surface height deviation from the non-distorted surface \( \delta h(\xi, \eta) \).

Employing Huygens-Fresnel principle [15] and neglecting the inclination factor, we write

\[
U(x, y, 0) = -i \frac{i}{\lambda} \int d\xi d\eta U(\xi, \eta, 0) \frac{\exp(ikR)}{R}.
\]

The squared distance \( R^2(\xi_0, \eta_0) \) for a given point \( \varsigma_0 = (\xi_0, \eta_0, 0) \) on the mirror surface (in \( \Sigma \)) and point \( x_0 = (x_0, y_0, 0) \) in the detector plane (in \( S \)) is

\[
R^2 = (x_0 - \xi_0 \cos \alpha)^2 + (y_0 - \eta_0)^2 + (L + \xi_0 \sin \alpha)^2.
\]

The Fresnel number \( d^2/\lambda L \) of the optical system is approximately 0.2, where \( \lambda = 0.8 \) \( \mu \text{m} \), beam radius \( d = 250 \) \( \mu \text{m} \) and distance sensor-sample \( L = 410 \) \( \text{mm} \) [15]. Hence \( R \) is expanded up to second order in \( \xi/\zeta \) and \( x/\zeta \) in the exponential and we use \( L \approx R \) in the denominator. This yields the Kirchhoff-Fresnel-like propagation operator \( F \) for paraxial, quasi-monochromatic coherent beams [15], adapted for tilt. The back propagation onto the surface is given by\( \hat{U}(\xi, \eta, 0) = F^{-1}(U(x, y, 0)) \) with the inverse operator

\[
\hat{U}(\xi, \eta, 0) = F^{-1}(U(x, y, 0)) = i \frac{\cos \alpha}{\lambda L} e^{iaL} \exp\left( -\frac{ik}{2L}(\xi^2 \cos^2 \alpha + \eta^2) \right) \times \int d\xi d\eta U(x, y, 0) \exp\left( -\frac{ik}{2L}(x^2 + y^2) \right) \exp\left( \frac{ik}{L}(x \xi \cos \alpha + y \eta) \right)
\]

where \( \hat{U} \) is the complex amplitude less tilt terms.

The phase factor follows from the ratio of the distorted and the non-distorted complex amplitude in the sample plane,

\[
T(\xi, \eta) = \frac{F^{-1}(U_{\text{distorted}}(x, y, 0))}{F^{-1}(U_{\text{non-distorted}}(x, y, 0))},
\]

where the amplitudes \( F^{-1}(U_{\text{distorted}}), F^{-1}(U_{\text{non-distorted}}) \) are non-zero.

The integral (5) was solved on a 1500 x 1500 square grid, representing the circular evaluation area (2.85 mm radius) of the Hartmann-Shack sensor, using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. Only information from microlenses within this area is used. The intensity between the individual spots on the CCD was interpolated by bicubic splines and the remaining grid points which correspond to a position outside the evaluation area are set to zero. The lateral resolution is given by \( L\lambda/(2a) \) which is sufficient to resolve the expected sample distortion.

### 3.2 Results

After spatial filtering, the probe laser’s wavefront at the Hartmann-Shack sensor position showed a remaining wavefront root-mean-square (\( w_{\text{rms}} \)) of about 20 nm relative to the HeNe...
Figure 2a shows a shot-to-shot fluctuation of 3.6 nm of the wavefront peak-to-valley ($w_{pv}$). The difference between the wavefront of the distorted and non-distorted beam is shown in Figs. 2b and 2c for a delay of 82µs (at the end of the x-ray burst) and 122µs. The $w_{pv}$ at the sensor position grows for each pulse in the x-ray burst up to approximately 24nm. The mean stability of the reference wavefront was determined as described in section 2.2 and we found 2.1nm $w_{pv}$ with standard deviation 1.1nm.

The area extension of the wavefront distortion at the sensor position is wider than the x-ray spot size on the sample surface due to both diffraction and divergence of the probe laser beam. Thermal distortions for the delays 82 µs and 122 µs are plotted in Figs. 3a and 3b. The actual surface deformation (Figs. 3a, 3b) shows a near-Gaussian profile, which corresponds in size to the lateral dimensions of the x-ray spot and additionally a broader background.

The amplitude of the distortion is determined by fitting a Gaussian function of the form

$$h(\xi, \eta; h_0, h_1, \beta, \xi_0, \eta_0) = h_0 + h_1 \exp\left(-\frac{(\xi - \xi_0)^2}{2\sigma_\xi^2} - \frac{(\eta - \eta_0)^2}{2\sigma_\eta^2}\right),$$

where $\xi'(\beta, \xi_0)$ and $\eta'(\beta, \eta_0)$ are the lateral coordinates on the sample surface which allow for decentring $(\xi_0, \eta_0)$ and rotation $\beta$ in the plane. Zero level is defined by the fit parameter $h_0$, since wavefront piston is generally not measurable using Hartmann-Shack sensors. A cross section along the $\eta$-axis is plotted in Fig. 3c for both the best-fit curve and the computed surface profile. The Gaussian fit yields a lateral surface distortion FWHM of 122 µm x 72 µm for 122 µs (Fig. 3) which corresponds to the x-ray beam diameter.

Finally the bump height (fit parameter $h_1$) is plotted against the delay in Fig. 4. The maximum height bump is found to be 9.9 ± 0.2 nm. The experimental points can be exactly fitted using an exponential law. The decay has a time constant of 31 ± 6 µs, the error bar corresponding to the confidence interval of the fit.
Fig. 4. Heat bump dynamics from wavefront measurement. The red line is the exponential decay used to fit the experimental points \( t_1 = 31.1 \, \mu s \).

4. Finite element method modeling

Finite elements simulations were performed to model the experimental conditions. Due to the symmetry of the beam shape only a quarter volume was modeled. The model then consists of a cylinder of 300 μm radius and 600 μm thick as shown in Fig. 5. The heat load was simulated using a 2 dimensional Gaussian distribution reproducing the x-ray beam profile. The profile along the propagation direction follows a regular exponential decay law. The absorbed power per unit of volume \( P \) can then be written as follows:

\[
P \left( W \cdot \text{cm}^{-3} \right) = \frac{p_0}{V} \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{x^2}{2\sigma_x^2} \right) \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{y^2}{2\sigma_y^2} \right) \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{z}{l_{abs}} \right),
\]

where \( p_0 \) is the average power over a full bunch train equal to 3.72 W, \( V = \pi \sigma_x \sigma_y l_{abs} \) is the volume where the absorption takes place, \( \sigma_x = 53.2 \, \mu m \) and \( \sigma_y = 27.2 \, \mu m \) are the rms value of the Gaussian profile calculated from the FWHM of the measured x-ray spot, and \( l_{abs} = 442 \, \mu m \) is the absorption depth at 15 keV in Si. The relevant thermo-dynamical constants used for the simulation are given in the Table 1. As the substrate is monocrystalline, with the surface being oriented along the (111) direction, the constants are then chosen accordingly to the relevant direction from Ref. [18]. These values were kept constant as the temperature variation is very weak, as shown in Fig. 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Poisson coefficient</th>
<th>Young modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Thermal expansion ( 10^{-6}/° C )</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity (W/m°C)</th>
<th>Specific heat (J/g °C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Si (111)</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>2.56 ( 10^{-3} )</td>
<td>163.3</td>
<td>0.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>9.0 ( 10^{-4} )</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 shows the simulated volume with color map showing the temperature at the end of the x-ray pulse train corresponding to the maximum bump. The maximum temperature rise is equal to 9.2 K leading to a maximum displacement of 3.9 nm. Figure 6 shows the time
dependence of this displacement. The time constant for the decay can be also be retrieved assuming an exponential decay. The decay constant is then equal to 41.6 µs.

![Fig. 5](image) Simulated volume with the FEM. The color shows the temperature in K at the end of the x-ray pulse train. The picture corresponds to the Si bare substrate.

In order to estimate the effect of the Pt coating, FEM simulations were also performed adding a 100 nm thick film on the top of the Si sample. We considered a constant load profile corresponding to 3% of absorption in the film and the same heat load profile in the Si substrate. Thin metallic coatings are usually polycrystalline, hence we used non direction-dependent thermo-dynamical constants as shown in Table 1. The results of the simulation are also shown in Fig. 6. The maximum bump height is found to be 4.2 nm with a maximum temperature rise of 11.3 K, decaying within 40.4 µs. As Pt has a larger thermal expansion, the height of the bump is a slightly larger. Nevertheless this clearly shows the very weak effect of the coating due to the low absorption of the thin layer.

![Fig. 6](image) Height of the surface point at the center of the simulated volume as a function of time resulting from FEM simulations. The blue curve is for the Si substrate and the black on for the Si + Pt coating.

Finally the temporal behavior can be understood by considering Fig. 5. It clearly shows that the heat gradient is much higher in the radial direction than along the depth. The heat flux is taking place primarily in the radial direction, which leads to the first fast decay of the heat.
bump. On a longer time scale as the temperature gradient decreases, the heat flux also slows down inducing a long decay of the bump height. The simulation was run until a delay corresponding to 300 µs. Figure 6 clearly shows that at this delay the heat bump on the substrate has not yet completely disappeared.

5. Conclusion and discussion

The experiment and the FEM simulations give results in the same order of magnitude in terms of bump height (9.9 nm vs 4.2 nm,) and time constant (31.1µs vs 40.4 µs). Nevertheless there is a noticeable difference between the height of the bump experimentally measured and the one obtained with FEM simulations. This difference can be explained by the high repetition rate of the bunch train. As shown by the FEM results the bump firstly decreases rapidly within 30 to 40 µs and then relaxes slowly. Further FEM calculations indicate that after 1 ms the bump height is still in the range of 0.5 nm. As a result the pulse number n in the train, has a total height equal to \( h = 4.2 + 0.5n \). As described in the section 2, the measurement procedure is done such that the wavefront is averaged over 25 ms, i.e. 26 bunch train at one kilohertz. The measured bump is then an average following the formula:

\[
\frac{1}{26} \sum_{n=0}^{25} 4.2 + 0.5 \cdot n = 10.45 \text{ nm},
\]

which is similar to the height of the bump we are measuring. Hence this clearly shows that the wide background, corresponding to the 0.5 nm, present in our measurement but difficult to be correctly subtracted is responsible for the discrepancy between model and experiment. On the other hand the agreement of the time constant is quite good and reflects the fact that the behavior of heat dissipation is primarily driven by the temperature gradient, i.e. the intensity profile of the beam.

In this experiment we have measured the dynamics of a deformation in the nanometer range induced by a bunch train of x-ray pulses. We have shown that the deformation can be modeled with FEM simulations in a reasonable manner. Our results clearly show that nanometre scale deformation can be measured accurately which paves the way to practical applications and to further developments. As this technique is robust and easy to implement it can be used for in situ measurements providing real time measurements of the optics surface deformation. Moreover as underlined in Refs. [9,10], due to the high energy per pulse (in the mJ range) a single pulse of FEL can lead to the deformation of the optic relaxing on a nanosecond time scale. It is then questionable if in the case of high repetition rate facility the optical surface can be deformed from pulse to pulse. This fast process could then be studied with the technique we presented here, as the temporal resolution is limited only by the pump and probe pulse duration. Apart from the obvious technical interest, more fundamental questions on the behavior of materials under non equilibrium conditions would be addressed and answered.